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Somalia policy .unclear
Clinton sends more troops
By Simeon Peebler
EdiJQriDI Page EdiJor

After recent violence agains t
American troops in Mogadishu,
U.S.Ieaders called for an examination of U.S. policy toward Somalia.
U.S. Policy in Somalia, according
a relative of one of the American
victims as slated in the October 6
issue of the Chicago Sun-Times, has
been unclear lhroughout U.S. troop
involvement there.
"It makes you feel like there's
more to this Somalia thing than
meets the eye," said Columbia Silldent Lawa Sawyers. "It's not about
being 'hwnanilarian' any longer."
According to the January 1991
issue of the AfriC(J/1 Research Bulletin, one facet of U.S. involvement
in Somalia includes U.S. support of
military expenses between 1978
and 1987 of the ruling dictator,
President Siyad Barreh (sometimes
written as Siad Barre).
President Barre, who governed
under a Socialist guise and who
seized control of the country by
violence in 1969,ruledSomaliaby
brute force . Barre's National
Security Service and his presidential body guard began to "lash ?Ut
against the discontent," according
to the January 1992 issue of

African Research Bulletin .
The Soviet Union supported
Barre until 1978. The Soviet
Union then switched support to
neighboring Ethiopia. At that
time, the U.S. along with Saudi
Arabia began to support Barre' s
militia. In 1987 the U.S. scaled
down support because of human
. rights abuses. At this time the
Cold War seemed to be ending and

the s trate gic i mportance of
Somalia had diminished.
Along the northern area of
Somalia in 1988, the Isaaq people
had become so frustrated with
Barre's dictatorship that they began
to riot An estimated 50,000 60,000 war related deaths resulted
from those riots according to the

African Research Bulletin.
1n 1991 a rebel group calling
itself the United Somali Congress
(USC) was able to overthrow
Barre, and it was reported that"the
rebels would take President Barre
alive for trial and subsequent imprisonment to suffer for what he
has done to the Somali people."
"[Barre) will be remembered for
destro ying his c ountry both
economically and politically for
fragmenting Somalia's clans, a terrible legacy for the people who
come after him," said I.M Lewis, an
expert on Somalia and professor at
the London School of Economics.
By 1991, Barre had stockpiled
numerous tanks, artillery pieces,
anti-aircraft guns and multiple
rocket launchers with the help of
the Soviet Union and the U.S.
This equipment subsequently fell
into the hands of warring factions
after he was overthrown.
During late 1991, acting Somali
President Ali Mahdi Muhammad
called for a UN peacekeeping force
to be sent to his country, where
"thousands have been k:illed by
fighting and millions face SlarVation" as a direct result of that
fighting. Mahdi asked the UN and
the EC and Olher groups to send a
buffec force to Somalia according to
the November 1991 issue of the
African National Bulletin.

The United Nations Secretary
General requested last December
that the u.s. send troopS to restae
order so that hundreds of thousands
of people would not SlarVe to death
because food had been cut off as a
result of the fighting.
"I' m not surprised to fmd out
that our troops may be fighting
against American [s upported,
bought or made) weapons," said
Columbia student Sawyers.
"I'm glad we helped those SlarVing people. However, I'm sickened
that the u.s. aided that dictator in
the first place. If the u.s. had not
aided Barre, would all of this chaos
still be happening?" asked Colurnbia Sllldent Jim R Leavin.
Las t Sunday at leas t 12
Americans died and 78 were
wounded in Mogadishu after a

A panel of judges headed by producer Chuck Smith listens attentively as a Columbia student tries
out for the television department's soap opera Behind the Screen. Auditions were held at the 11th
Street campus.

fierce ten hour confrontation. According to an article in the October
5 issue of the Chicago Sun-Times,
ti tled, "More U.S. Troops on
Way," th is lates t violence
"seriously threatened Clinton's
policy there."
On Thursday depite congres·
sional opposition President Clinton

ordered 5,300 troopS to Somalia to
protect U.S. troops slationed there
before all troops are withdrawn.
"From how I see it, the only
policy in Somalia is guilt I guess
we feel bad that we helped Barre
destroy Somalia so much in the
eig hties. It's very sick," said
Leavitt

Cheap advice
Joseph Schrank
Fa.rture sEditor

Now that the school year has
begun, some students may find that
they need help adjusting to the
demands and pressures of college
life. The Academic Ad vising
dcparunent is the best place to go
for help. It offers a variety of services that arc vital to many career
decisions that students must make.
The Academic Advising office is
located in Suite 300, in the 623 S.
Wabash b uilding. Advisors are
available on a walk-in basis, and
no appointment is necessary. The
office hours are 9 a.m. until 7 p.m.
Monday through Thursday; 9 a.m.
unti15 p.m. on Fridays during fall
and spring semesters; 9 a.m. until
5 p.m. every day of the week
during holiday breaks and the summer session.
Although advisors arc assigned
according to spec ifi c areas of
study, they are able to help stu·
dents who have not dec lared a
major. All students arc advised to
make contact with an advisor and
stay in touch on a regular basis.
Advisors help students to make
course selections that coincide
with their major course of study.
Students that have not yet declared
a major will be advised of courses
to be taken to fi ll major and general
studies requirements.
Another important function of
Academic Advising is counseling
students with any problems they
encounter throughout the school
year, regardless of whether the

problem is school or non-school
related. Advisors are willing to talk
to students about any problems
they may be experiencing and,
when necessary, offer various support services and professionals to
be contacted. Many of these services arc available at little or no
cost to the student.
All orientation sessions offered
by the college arc handled directly
by the Academic Advising o ffice.
They offer an excellent oppor·
tunity for students to become
famil iar with the college and it's
policies and regulations. Many diffe rent orientations are offered
throughout the school year for new
students as well as ones for every
major area of study.
In 1990, Columbiawasawarded
the best new student orientation
program by NACADA (National
Academic Advising Association).
Additio na ll y, in 1992 the
Academic Advising department
was awarded Best Orientati on
Handbook by the National Orientation Direc tors Association. This
is the same student handbook that
is being used this semester.
Ja ne t Talbo t , Director o f
Academic Advising, extends an
invilation to all students to come
and talk to academic advisors. She
especially hopes that any students
who are "undeclared" or unsure of
a major area of s tudy will make
contact with an advisor.
She explains, " T hat' s what
Academic Advising is all about"
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By Matt Kurten
E.xtculivt [ditor

Well, if la~t week's column atuscd eyc-slrain, I can assure you this one
won ' LThere is just so much out there to widen your horizons. Ifyou missed
any of the Dance Africa/Ciricago events, you should feel as though your
"culture meter" is running at an all time low. But wait, just when I made
you feel like an uncultW"C<I heathen, I am back to give you another chance
at conquering the aspect of the human spirit considered by some the most
important among personal trailS- rcfmed cnlightcnmenL For starters, on
October 13, the Retail Job Fair will take place in the Hokin Annex from
II a.m. · 2 p.m. 11tis is a fanUL~tic opporllll1ity to meet with professionals
in the retail industry and compare notes, tr.ldc phone numbers (ooh-la-la)
and get a feeling for where tltc industry is headed. Also of importance i~ the
Tlreater Career Workslrop, which will be held in the Classic Theater in
the llth SL Campus at I p.m. I rcallydon'thavc totcllall the theater students
!hat this can be a good time to pmctice your crall or learn something new
about theater in a relaxed format. If you need a kick in the ass to get you
going, I'd be glad to serve you.
And on the list of upcoming events that deserve heralding this week,
is the Stir A nnual Chicago Music Forum. This event is going down
October 14-17 at Club U.N. 700 S. Wabash, Chicago. The event is
sponsored by CAMS (Tire Chicago Association of Musicians and
Songwriters) and is the only event of its kind designed specifically to
bring top industry executives and aspiring talent together in an accessib le format. By this I mean, anyone participating can meet
one-on-one with all types of industry big-wigs. Admission is $125
(regular), $100 for CAMS members and $75 for students w/10. Call
(312) 663-0704 for a lithe infonnation you might ever need. Rolling
Stone, Spin and Insider arc all going to be in auendance for the First
Independent Label Festival. Yes, this is the once-a-year event that
gives people all of the opportunities and information that a band or
individual needs to play for an independent label or sULrt an indie.
Everyone in aucndancc will also be able to preview some of the
regions best unsigned acts (not for long). Tickets are $55 for individuals and $100 for bands (group of four). There is a 25% discount
for all Columbia students and a 10% discount for all other students
and indies. All seminars will be held at the 600 S. Michigan building
of Columbia College. Various venues will be holding showcases so
call (3 12) 871-0788 for locations and times. There will also be a
shuulc bus running between the venues, so leave the car in a garage.
This event is whale-size as far as priorities of indies and the indic scene
as a whole and will take place on the 15th and 16th of October. Call
(312) 271-2027 for info. Finally, don't even think about missing out
on the Columbia College Class Bash, which includes a showcasing
of student work from all departments at the Getz Theater 72 E. II th
St. at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.. Then, just when you thought the night
might be a total loss, the people at Academic Advising decided to add
a dance party in the Crystal Ballroom of the Blackstone Hotel from
9- 12 midnighL This year' s dance party will be produced by students
for students. For more information, bother the person on the other end
of 663-1600 ext. 645.
From the beginning of its so far short history, the purpose of this
column has been to inform and get all of you do-nothings out there
involved, after all resume filler is still resume filler- but strike me
down if it docsn'tlook good. Well buzz-junkies, the Hokin Student
Advisory Board is still looking for students to fill all of their board
positions. The student-run advisory committee is in charge of the
$70,000 budget alloued for use in any constructive way. Man, I sure
would lilce that in my resume, maybe I'll do it just so I have the " filler"
and you don' t.
You sec, it is really is that simple folks. I know we all have three
jobs, two kids, a wife and car payments to worry about, Beavis and
Buu-hcad is on and you don't know how to program your VCR. But
I know I really did not have anything to do with all of my spare time.
I didn ' t just get out there and get involved, because of that I lost out
- never again. Till nex t time amigos I say, "later." BE YOU!

planned to encourage new llld
continuing students to become Involved in the Student Life
Organization at Columbia.
Approximately 15-20 depart.
ments and organization arc
involved. Students will find an endless array of exciting possibilities
beckoning individualism.
During the week of Clau Btull,
a showcase mini-version will be
held on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday from 11 :30 • 12 p.m. in
the Hokin annex.
OnFriday,Oct.15,1993at2p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. the entire showcuc
Last year's Class Basb was a rousing success.
will be held at the Getz theatte, 12
E. 11th SL This showcase Wts 90
minutes and students will be taken
aback by the endless talent.
Immediately following the 7:30
"Please become involved and p.m. showcase, a dance party will
By Karen Dixon
be held at the Blackstone Hoccl,
make this an exciting year!"
Satff Writ<'
According to Kathleen Giblin of 636 S. Michigan at Balbo. At the
As sure as the com mencement Academic Advising, Joanna Crystal Ballroom students will be
of classes and the changing of the Augustynski, Class Bash in exquisite surroundings that will
leaves, Columbia students can producer, and Janet Fredrickson, slip them into the partying mood.
The dance party will allow those
count on the Class Bash. This Class Bash director, students will
event will once again be held with find this an excellent way to make ' in attendance to discover
a showcase of school talent along lasting friendships and to discover. Columbia's departments and organizations.
with an exciting dance party. the unlimited talent at Columbia.
Admission is free.
This orientation event i s
Class Bash group organ izers say

Friendships~ food & fun

abound at the Columbia Bash

Students write to save MAP
By Caprice Walters
Correspondent

Several students from 58 Illinois
private colleges arc spearheading
a lcucr-writing campaign in an at·
tempt to encourage lawmakers to
support the state ' s Monetary
Award Program (MAP).
The Fedcrntion oflndcpcndcntll·
linois Colleges and Universities
(FIICU), is coordinating the campaign to convince legislators to
"maintain an adequate funding level
for MAP," the second largest, needbased, state-funded grant program.
New York tops the lisL
"We would like to start the leuerwriting campaign before any more
cuts or decreases are proposed,"
says Jan Boggio, a FIICU
spokesperson, "so that legislators
will know how important this funding is to our students."
The Illinois Student Aid Commission (ISAC), distributors of
MAP, ser ves approximately
I 10,000 state-wide s tudents, with
over 3,000 aucnding Columbia some of whom would not be able
to aucnd if not for the award.
"Columbia has a lot of students
who arc not eligible for PELL (and
other financ ial aid programs),"
says
T heres a
Roberts,
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' Columbia 's assistant bursar, "and
they really rely on MAP to help
pay fortuition."
11tis could not be more true for
over I00 cities, including Los An- senior Christy Turner, a public relaBy Larry Brown
S14f{Wril<'
rr tr ;, Bos ton, O rl ando and tions major. "If I didn't get MAP, I
M<uni. This year, Alamo is cx- wouldn 't be going to school," she
Alamo Rent-A-Car 's Going paHding the programs to make says. "It has helped pay for over
Places program offers jobs and f u· jobs available for 500 students.
two-tltirds of my tuition."
Lures to 500 college studc nL~.
Going !'laces not on ly helps stu ·
The same can be said of Melba
Alamo, one of the largest car dents who arc in need of Williams, a· senior in the public
rental agencies in the U.S .. is of- employment, but provides Alamo re lations/fiction writing departfer ing iL~ Goi ng Places program with "a broad bao;c of talent from ment.
for the second ycar in a row. It is which to select futurc manage"I have been reall y blessed," she
dc, igned to provide college stu- ment candidates," said Alamo says. "I have been fortunate to get
dents wi th gainfu l employ ment Vice-President Wi lliam J. 13on- MAP. It h<L~ helped to p<ty my tuiand hand,·on work ex per icncc du ranl. In addition to ncx ihlc tion in ful l. If I didn't hnvc it, I
while they arc attending cla ,~s .
~ hoot year work schedules <UH.l
would be forced to s<tcrificc someThe program also offe" stu· full -time e mplo yment durin g thing that I don't have the money
dents the opportunity to IJavcl summ er and ho lid ay peri ods, for."
free to vacation Rpots -.rch a.~ Going Places employees have the
However, the he fuel rcmuins,
Hawai i, California and Florida , oppurtunity to work toward perduring t ime~ of the year when manent positions after graduation. th!ll tuition costs nrc unnuully In·
crClL~ing so much that financiul aid
Alamo operations arc at peak
All recruiting starts in the local
capacity . Alamo, with agencies in city locations. wi th interviews suppliers nrc finding it diffkultto
108 locations nationwide, has conducted by Alamo directors und cover their costs - espec ially
recently added 30 cities to it~~ list managers ut eac h branch. 7"hf when most uid Is being cut or
decreased.
of operating locations thus creat- Going l'lacfl Program is offered
C urrently, e ligible full-time
ing the need for hundreds o r in Chicago at the Alamo Rent· A·
additional employees. In it's first Car brunch ut 0' Hura and Midwuy MAP studcnL~ receive $1,662, u
year. the Going Plactl program Airporll!. Por more Information Ovc percent dccrcnsc from lust
year's uwunl. In mldition, eligible
provided jrJbl for 325 ~lu<lcnL~ In call (305) 522-0000.

Studmts go with Ahuno

part-time MAP students arc
receiving $44 Jess than they got
last semester.
"We have asked for several increases," says Robert Clements,
!SAC director of public information. "Although we have not
recci ved an increase every year,
we are pleased with the number we
have gotten. Are we pleased with
the programwcoffer. Yes. Dowe
need more money. Yes." The program, according to Clements,

needs an estimated $80 million to
fill its deficit
Meanwhile, colleges attempting
to fill gaps of their own, are continuing to raise tuition:
Columbia's full-time students are
paying $182 more than last year
and part-timers are digging in their
pockets for an additional $140.
"Tuition keeps going up," says
Boggio, "and fmancial aid is not

MAP ~e~ .~age~
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Causes of illiteracy among adults

I

By Elizabeth Ward
Co"tspondm1

25%-------::;~

With so many Columbia students renting apartments around the city,
a clear understanding of leases and renters' rights is doubly important.
So-here goes:
The city of Chicago has its own lease form titled "CHICAGO
APARTMENT LEASE," however, other management companies
might have another type of form. I wouldn't sign anything you can't
read thoroughly, or is handwritten. Leases are contracts and they
should look like one. In addition, by law, every prospective renter must
be given a copy of the "Chicago Residential Landlord and Tenant
Ordinance Summary." This is a legal-sized document outlining the
rental laws as they pertain to Chicago. If you don't receive this sheet,
ask for it Believe me, they don't give it to you for a reason: it
summarizes, very clearly, your rights. Here are some of the more
important items listed that I'm s ure you'll find interesting:
1. TERM: When your lease begins and when it ends. You are
technically allowed to move in at midnight on the flfSt day of your lease,
and have until midnight before moving.
2. MONTHLY RENT: Amount of rent, no more, no less. Rent is
payable on the 1st day of your lease term, usually the 1s t of the month.
Pay it on time and your landlord will leave you alone.
3. SECURITY DEPOSIT: Amount to be negotiated, usually equal
to I months rent A landlord llllill pay 5 percent interest per year for
security deposits held for more than 6 months, to a renter. (That means
you, and a little extra cash is better than no extra cash).
A landlord must return all security deposit and interest minus unpaid
rent and money for damages, within45 days from the date the apartment
is vacated. Many landlords aren't aware of this, so don't tell him/her
(unless you think more than 45 days will pass} and you'll get your
money sooner.
4. LATE CHARGES: You have until the 5th of the month to pay
your rent. If you're late, the landlord cannot charge you more than
$10.00 per month if your rent is under $500.00, plus 5 percent on any
remaining balance over $500.00. If they charge you more, you have no
obligation to pay.
If you are over 5 days late and the landlord accepts the full amount
of rent, they cannot use "lateness" as an excuse to evict you.
5. RIGHT OF ACCESS: A tenant shall let the _landlord into the
apartment only-after receiving 2 days notice by mail, telephone or other
means designed in good faith to provide notice. "In good faith" means the
landlord 1ries his~ to, let you know before he barges iniO your place. If
you honestly didn'tknow he/she was coming over, you don't have to let
them in. If you landlord enters without you being there, unfortunately
there's nothing much you can do. I would call the office and let them know
that you had no notice, and they are not to enter again.
If there is a repairing emergency, the landlord can enter your apart·
ment, but has to notify you that they entered no later than 2 days after
the incident.
·
6. FAILURE TO PROVIDE ESSENTIAL SERVICES: There are
a few things you can do if the landlord fails to provide heat, running o r
hot water, electricity, gas or plumbing: you can file suit against the
landlord and recover damages, (this takes time and money and a lot of
aggravation) you can find another place to stay and be excused from
paying rent for that period of time, or you can request the landlord fix
the problem within 24 hours. If the landlord fa1ls to fiX the problem,
withho ld from the monthly rent an amount that reasonably reflects the
reduced value of the premises. You can even terminate your lease if
the landlord fails 10 repair the problem within 72 hours.
7. LANDWRD RIGHTS: If you don't pay your rent by the 5th, the
landlord can serve you with a 5-day written notice. He/she can either
choose to accept the full rental amount, or terminate the rental agreement If you make an hones t attempt to pay, few landlords will evict
you because, basically, !hey want your money. If you don't make any
attempts to pay your rent, the landlord can file a suit against you and
take you to court. Granted, this process takes a few months and it's not
worth it. You will owe this money along with court costs, and you ' ll
obtain a judgement against your credit record. I have filed s uit twice in
the building I manage, and have gotten into court within 5 weeks.
1
Somelhing to think about....
8. LOCKOUTS: It's ILLEGAL for a landlord to lock out a tenant,
or change the locks, or cut off heat, utility or water service, or do
anything which interferes with the tenant' s use of the apartment If this
happens, you can call the police and they will be responsible for
enforcing the landlord to let you in. The landlord will be fined$200-500
for each day the lockout continues. If this happens, the money will go
toward back rent, and not out of your pocket. Finally, the tenant may
sue the landlord to recover possessions up 10 twice the amount of the
value of the damaged items. Most renters are afraid this will happen if
they fail to pay their rent. Just because it canno t happen by law, it is no
excuse not to pay your rent.
In many cases, landlords don't want to give you this document
because they're afmid you'll use it against them for every ni~-pic~ing
rule contained in it, and some renters do take advantage of 11. E1ther
way, it's the law and you are entitled 10 receive it when you sign a lease.
Depending on the circumstances, searching for an apartment can be
exciting, or it can be a complete pain in the ass. The "lease" part sho uld
always be the same: read it thoroughly, ask as many questions as you
want and never sign anything if you aren't completely sure your lease
contains ali the provisions you've required IN WRITING. Just keep
this in mind: this information is not to make you paranoid, it's to make
you aware. Good luck.

25%

Hea/Jh or
mental condition

Born in foreign

THE LEASE CONTINUED

country

50%
Never finished h igh
school

.

According to tbe latest government study, tbere are about 40 million
functionally illiterate adults in tbe U.S.

Govt. Study Finds Decline in U.S. Literacy
By Jon Goldfine

Correspondent

Basic skills, s uch as reading and
writing, have become lost arts
among many Americans, accord. ing to a comprehensive literacy
s tudy conducted b y the U.S
government. The nation's educational leaders have some theories
as 10 why this has happened.
According to !he fustcomprehcnsi vc government study on adult
litemcy since 1975, it is estimated
that 47 percent (40 million) U.S.
adults have such poor literacy skills,
that they have a difficult time holding a steady job.
''This sho uld be a wake-up call
for all Americans to consid er
going back to school and getting a
tunc-up," said Richard Riely, U.S.
education secretary, who recently
attacked television for contributing to the decay of literacy.
. The National Assessment of
Educational Progress' 1992 readin g as sess me nt, s how ed that
students from fourth to twelfth
grades, who watched less than one

hour of television daily, scored an
avcmge of 30 points higher on a
scale of 500, !han s tudents who
watched a t leas t six ho urs of
television daily.
Six ho urs of television is really
the "red zone", said Riley, adding
that more than that amount of
v iew ing, on a daily basis, is
eno ugh to know that a child's
reading ability may be damaged
beyond repair.
Many college s tudents need to
e nte r co ll ege through special
programs because of low litemcy
skills. In some cases, schools like
ColumbiaCollegcdon'trequire incoming students 10 take the ACT,
a test that measure academic and
reading skills.
According to Anne Foley of
Columbia Co ll ege's research
d epartment, statistics s how the
average ACT score of Columbia
students are not systematically
kept because it is an open admissions school.
At Wes tern Illinois University,
only 64.9 percent of the incoming
1993 freshmen entered with the

required ACT reading score of
18-a figure significantly lower
than the national average of 21.2.
"If their ACT score is not as high
as it needs to be," says Dixie
Walker of WIU institutional res ea rch, " they have s pec ial
progmms for these students such
as a<;ademic counseling and OAS
(Official Academic Services)."
According to a congressional
s tudy, being a high sch ool
gmduate does not guarantee that a
person is functionally literate.
More than 50 percent of high
school gmduates stud ied, had d isabilities in reading.
Most of the estimated 40 million illiterate A merican adults had
a disadvantage that may have led
to their illiteracy. Many were
born in a foreign country (25%),
suffered through a health or mental condition (25%) or never
finished high school (50%).
Reflecting on these findings,
Riley urged improvement in
schools' reading programs and increased efforts in workplace
training.

BEING SAFE IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT
MAP From
Page
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nearly coming close 10 keeping up
with its cost Colleges must annually mise tuition just 10 keep going.
But financial aid seems to be getting
further and further behind."
According to Donald Fouts,
FIJCU President,financialaidsecms
10 be decreasing more for private
institutions than public universities.
"Adequate funding of MAPshould
be a lOp stale priority," says Rluts in
a rocent AICU press release, "and
additional dollars should be distributed on an equitable basis to
students in bolh scciOCS."
MAP provides 1!11 estimated 49
percent ($'17 .3 million) of its funding
10 private four and two-year colleges.
The state's public four-year colleges
and universities receive 39 percent
($89 million). The remaining 12percent ($12.1 million) goes 10 public
two-year institutions.
''There are a lot more students
applying for public institutions
_than there are for private," says
Clements, explaining !he marginal
funding difference.
Although he could not assure
any further MAP decreases, or increases, Clements indicates that he
does not "sec any elimination of
the program in the near future."
Either way, Fouts and the A ICU
believe the letter-writing campaign
is still needed to keep MAP alive.
"Private college recipients of the
MAP award need to tell our legislators how crucial this award is to
their ed ucation," he says. ''These
letters will remind legislators who
they are helping when they support the MAP program."

SCHOOL
HOME

WORK

STREET

OCTOBER 11-15, 1993
-SCHEDULE OF EVENTS"SEXUAL ASSAULT DAY"
IUESDAY. OCTOBER12

"VIOLENCE PREVENTION
DAY"
WEDNESDAY.QCTOBER!3

Hokin Center II A.M.-3 P.M.
Hokin Annex IIA.M.-2P.M.
JOSE GALLEGOS
Director of Security, Columbia
College
Movie: " How to Avoid Being a
Victim" 12 noo n
by J. J. Bitterbinder
2P.M.
JILL NEWSOME
Education Coordinator, YMCA
" Rape Awareness Prevention"

JOSE GALLEGOS
Director of Security, Columbia
College
DINA TATE
Horizons Community Services
Self-defense presentation
"STREET SMARTS DAY"
THURSDAY OCIOBERI4
Hokin Center II A.M.- I P.M.

JOHN NEWSOME
Self-defense presentation

8 A.M.- 12 P.M.
"Ride the S huttle Bus to
Safety"

JOSE GALLEGOS
Director of Security, Columbia
College
Movie: "How to Avoid Being a
Victim" 12 noon
by J. J. Bitterbind

THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE COMMUNITY
IS URGED TO PARTICIPATE
Sponsored by Student Life and Development
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Former altar boy, 23, seelcing a
~trong, sexy, genious in knee socks
with less than 60 mi serable
problems and a sweet la ugh.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 2324.
Self-sufficient, SBF with
centerfold body and Nobel brains,
seeks
SWM,
30+,
for
monogamous relationship. Please
be for real. I am. CHRONICLE
BOX NO 1112
Black Southern bell, attractive,
30' s, nicely built, seeks a sweet
loving Black gentleman to enjoy
life with. Must have a great sense
of humor a nd be romantic.
CHRONICLE BOX NO 0943

~

PAGES

Keep warm this winter! GWM,
27, is Ioolcing for fun-loving male
who enjoys travel, bowling,
cuddling. Don't hibernate! Let's
talk. CHRONICLE BOX NO
WF, 24, seeks goddess of love, 4913
Potent medical student, 24,
beauty, intelligence, sensuality
Hot, groovy, thinker, 25, likes
5'11", I 60 lbs., fit and attractive and spirituality. My interests are
maxi-confident me n wearing
desines fit beauty for fun, outdoors
tarot, crystals, nature and magic. conslruction boots. Want to do
and indoors, o r po ss ible
Please no guys or couples. Magic anything once! Conversation,
relationship.
A ge open.
is alive and Goddess is afoot. exercise, hip hop/disco, art, film,
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6306
1lesscd be! CHRONICLE Box · cafes. Game? CHRON I CLE
BOX NO 5163
DWM, 34, 5'11" , 190 Ibs., !\0 3162
c urrent model. Seeks female
WM nudist seeks open-minded
Romance is fashion. Truth is esfriendship I relationship. Open- straight or bi-women interested in sential. Love is decision. Get it?
minded. Enjoys scenic drives, massage and nudism. All races SWF, 5'10", green eyes, brown
conversation, music, sports. I'm welcome, must be over 21. hair, ISO similar SWM, 35-40.
very giving. Pretty feet a plus. Couples accepted. Let' s get CHRONICLE BOX NO 5632
naked! CHRONICLE BOX NO
CHRONICLE BOX NO 6307
4531
28 year old male seeking a
friendship with a male I female. I
PERSO~AL
love art, poetry, music and laughing. C HRONICLE BOX NO
2387

UP CWSE AND PERSONAL

CLASSIFIED & UP CLOSE :\:\0

ADS

A- HEADLINE & COPY -Circle headline words; copy must be typewritten
B-COST
Basic cost
= $~.75 ..per ad, 24 words
Extra words (10¢) x ... words
= $ ..................... .
Big headlines, 24 characters ($1) = $..................... .
X .......... insertions
= $ ..................... .
TOTAL$ .................... .
Frequency of insertions

D

C- PAYMENT -Enclose a check and make it payable to:
Columbia College The Chronicle
Copy 1......••.••••..•••..••...•.• 2 .••.••.••.•.•....••.•.•.•.•• 3 .•.........•.•.•.••...•.•.•• 4.•.•...................•••
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•EXTRA INCOME '93•

Earn $200 - $500 weekly mailing 1993 Travel brochures. For
more information send a self addressed stamped envelope to:
Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530, Miami,
FL 33261
FOR SALE
3 1/2" !apes, all Ienghts, I pass,
with cases, good prices. Call 1
(708) 680-8913, if not home leave 1
message.
I
T HE OPPORTUNITY LINE l
Your toll-free connection to
private sector scholarships, col- 1
lege fund s & job opportunities.
Send five dollars & a self-addressed stamped envelope to
"Guaranteed Money For College",
P.O. Box 608367, Chgo,ll. 60660,
to receive complete information. ·

I

MAC DESIGNERS
INsider Magazine is looking for
hard working individuals to work
with us. Must have experience in
Quark, Freehand and Photoshop.
Call for an interview. 708/6733458.

ll .mdsome Latin male, 3 I,
5' I I", lit, romantic. Seeks to meet
younger males for friendship.
Interested in music, dance, movies,
bik in g.
Will answer all.
C HRONICLE BOX NO 1159
1----------__J

Find a new honey In our new

UP.
CLOSE

·~ND

PERSONAL

s

•

c

0

n

fRifNDS DON'T lH fRifNDS
. DRIVf DRUNK.

II • ..

With these, you
With this, you
can save for years. can save right now.

Apple MacinJosb
Coklr Classic• 4/IJJ, Bui/r.in J(f'
Coklr Afonilor$9ff'5/e Kl!yboard II.

Apple Macinlosb
Apple Pou~er/Jook '" 1458 4/&1,
LC 1114/00, Apple Basic Color Moniror Builr-i11 Keyboard & 10" Bacldir
& Apple Exrended Keyboard II.
Super Twist Monochrome Display.

$1313

$1342

7bar pennyjar on your dresser

Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh"per- calll-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or, visit your Apple campus represensonal computers. 1b order yours direct from Apple- and to fmd out tative today. And discover the power more college students .,_
•
about special student financing with the Apple' Computer Loan·- choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your besr

To order direct from Apple or to learn more
about Apple products and easy financing -

CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40
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Self-serving beggars litter streets
legitimate needs, the pleas for
spare change must be ignored.
Furthermore, I am sick and tired
The time has come for lhc city of of being harassed by !hose who
Chicago, Columbia College and seck donations from me. Not only
Loop area businesses and do they wrongfully congregate in
employees to band togelher as one front of the Columbia College
to rid lhis once beautiful city of
Wabash building, they have
solicitors, beggars and olhers that chosen to populate heavily traflitter lhe alleys and street-corners ficked areas such as Union Station
of Chicago.
to find cures for their ills, bolh real
For too long have lhesc placard- and imagined.
bearing goldbrickers been allowed
Beyond being a collective public
to seek their fortunes at lhe hand~ nuisance, these people serve no
of successful, hardworking in- purpose to Loop area businesses
dividuals by shaking change-filled and schools. In lhis day and age
paper cups while chanting "help who can tell if lhcse individuals do
the homeless," "God bless you" not suffer from a mental illness lhat
and "help a brolher oul"
makes lhem not only a danger to
I am dearIy sorry lhat for one or themselves but to productive
more reasons lhese people have members of society as well?
dropped lhrough lhe various orEach day vagrants prey upon the
ganizations lhat arc designed to aid liberal minds and ideals of college
lhe "poor" but I am not "brolher" students, and I urge students to
to lhe self-serving individuals who lhink twice before turning your
have taken lhe opportunity to pur- money over to lhese people. Your
loin funds destined for money is better spent in lhe form
"legitimate" individuals in need of of a donation to a legitimate orthese monies.
ganization that helps !hose who
Because most of us cannot dis- truly need help. Too often :t have
cern between those who are just seen people pay for cheap liquor
pl P;n lazy and those who have with change collected on the

By John Yesutis

Sptcia/ Sections Editor

corners of this city. Enabling
someone to purchase a product lhat
may very well be lhe cause of !heir
horrible living conditions is far
worse lhan simply doing nothing at
all.

iNSIDE
By Charles Edwards
Politictll Editor

What is lhe former "council war"
king doing lhesc days? Former
a lderman Edward H. Vrdo/yak
(I 0), is babbling over lhc radio as
a cynical talk show host. Is he
utilizing free PR to push his ideology on lhc public or what? Odds
arc against him if he continues to
secretly seck the Cook County
Board Presidency which produced
only two Republicans in the past
80 years. We will sec if lhc public
is buying his philosophy on how
government should be run come
e lection Limc,bul mean w hile ,
ratings for his show are soaring.
Speaking of lhe council wars, do
they still exist? The answer is
" DEFINITELY ," but with new
faces and race doesn't matter any
longer. Black aldermen Allen
Streeter ( I 7) and John Steele (6),
teamed up against anolher black
ald e rman , and Mayor Daley's
favorite Budget Committee Chairman, Lemuel Austin (34), to
denounce his committee's hearings on affirmative action with
minority contractors as a "sham."
Streeter and Steele accused lhc administration of trying to "sweep
the true number of Black conLiactors under the rug." Many black
aldermen have recognized that
Austin has an " area of control"
over lhc budget, but lhc area is
"Daley's back pocket."
Here's a farnily connection to
take a closer look at. All in the
family Coo k Coun ty Sheriff
Michael F . Sheahan's son
Michael Jr., is the nephew o f
Daley' s Director o f Special

Events, Jim Sheahan. Young Mike
also works for long time and
powerful alderman Patrick Hue/s
( I!), whoisChairmanoftheCity's
Tra nsponation and Public Way
Committee. And if you still don 't
sec the connection, here is a
clearer picture: Huels is the alderman in no ne other than-you
guessed it- Mayor Daley's ward.
Trans lation: More police in lhe
ward. More community special
events and beucr public transportation inside lhc Bridgeport ward .
The kid is getting g roomed.
Prediction: In five years Mike Jr.
will be in charge of a major city
office. In 10 years he'll be running
for a statewide office.
Has State Representative Clem
Ba/anoff (D-Chicago) losL his
mind? He wants Secretary of State
George II. Ryan to consider puttin g Elvi~ Presley's name on
license plates. If this is approved
look for petitions to place an X on
plates in commemoration of
human-rights activist Malcolm X.
One Columbia teacher who
holds a law degree, told a class last
week lhat material fees (a.k.a. class
fees) arc "anolher money grab"
that lhc college uses to suck in
innocent money. A quick survey of
teachers asked , res ulted with
teachers responding lhat they seldom, if ever, usc department
cquipmenL Most teachers asked
said lhey photocopy !heir papers at
their olher jobs or on their way to
wo rk, at their own expense, which
they arc not reimbursed for. So
what is the money used for? Q uote:
" It's probably for my coffee." This
is worth an investigation.
Rep. /Jemie Sanders (1-VL.) is

AIDS: Do victims deserve to die?
By Simeon Peebler
Editorial Page Editor

Sometimes in passing, I hear
someone say, "Gays deserve to get
AIDS." Often, lhey also believe
that gays a re abominations,
demons of sin, and that God himself has put AIDS in lhem because
they ltave it coming. And I prayI nearly scream.
I want to turn to lhem and say, "I
know people with HIV. They become very ill, sometimes slowly
and sometimes unalterably quickly."
I want to get in their faces and
say. " They know torture, pain.
Agony, regret and guilt. Denial."
I want to throw them to the
ground and growl, and whisper,
"They are victims, slowly physically subdued, mentally torn."
I want to yell, "Who are you to
sit in judgment?"
I want to tell th em that
heterosexuals are acquiring HIV

just as much as lhe gays. I want to
show lhem how wrong lhey are. I
want to say that victimsofiDV and
AIDS are human, and t!Jey are
going to die before !heir time, lives·
cut short, far too short.
Instead, I nod my head and
quickly leave them to their ignorance. I know that no matter
what I could argue, they would be
resilient in !heir lack of understanding. I know they are the
people who are not able to feel
empathy.
Someday, if lhings keep going
lhe way they have been, every person will have close relatives with
AIDS. Good friends . Sons.
Daughters. Yet those unfeeling
people, on their high horses, will
continue to think that people
deserve AIDS.
As time goes on, I will still hear
people say, " Gays deserve to get
AIDS." No one deserves AIDS.

off the mark but should be applauded for his intentions. His
introduction into congress of a new
bill that would raise minimum
wages from$4 .25 to$5.50an hour,
is 28 cents short of what the minimum wages should be to date. The
minimum wage was $1.60 in 1970
and if it had kept pace wilh the
Consumer Price Index it would be
$5.78 today.
And for !hose of you who dispute
my opoinion on "race tension
brewing in Chicago," should explain why the Commission on
Human Relations sponsored a
forum recently aimed at resolving , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
differences betwee n Chicago's
African-American and Jewi sh
communities. I'm not surprised
when I attended the forum to hear
Minority
lhat tension between the two communities is "ripe" for an explosion.
Out!
Speak
Alderman Steele (6) ,addressed
the audience of political and
professional figures and said lhat a
" two-tiered ed uca tio na l sysAnnouncing, Minority Speak Out, the minority voice of
tem .. . and
economic
gap
Columbia. This new section in the editorial pages of lhe Chronicle
undermine Black and Jewish relaprovides a forum for all minorities to let their voices be heard, wilh
tions."
lhe idea lhat everyone is in !heir own way a minority. Submit a
Steele also said lhaL lenders in
letter today to lhe Chronicle, and indicate on it lhat it is for
both communities need to meet
Minority Speak Out.
with Nation
of Islambutminister~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
Louis
Jo' arrakhan,
Anti- I
Defamation League spokesman
Michael Steinberg said that past
meetings between lhe minister and
Jewish leaders have only resulled
in PR for Farrakhan. Human Relations Representative Te"y
Johnson asked, "How long will
Farrakhan continue to de fine
Jew ish/African- American relations? Farrakhan should noL be the
focus ...between the two groups."

ATTENTION!
Write to us today!
Please submit your letters to the editor and essays to:
SimeonPeebleratthe~office,located

in room #S02 ofthe Wabash building. The deadline for
each issue is 5 p.m. every Monday for the next week's
issue. Please limit your submission to one typewritten
page, double spaced, and include a telephone nwnber
where you may be reached for verification pwposes.
Thcop-edpageofthe~isyourfonm1
for open discussion.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK TODAY
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School's contract only half the battle
To lhe Editor.

Tbe Chicago Public School sysrem needs a bailout program-for

lhe umpteenth time. The Chicago
Teacher ' s Union (CTU) i s
lhreatcning to do court battle wilh
lhe Board of Education.
The Board is promising to pass
a balance budget sometime before
DCJtt year. The Illinois Legislature
is ignoring the CTU, lhe Board,
parents and the students. Local
' ministers are hoping to pray up
some sort of compromise and
several g roups of screaming
protestor:s. claiming to be public
school students, arc getting more
media attention than President
Clinton and his universal heallhcare package.
Ftrst, !here are the members of
«Growth and D e ve lo pment,"
marching down So uth Loop
stteets screaming for better heallh
care and more school funding.
Then there are Chicago ministers
leading
barrage of si nging
youngsters up five flights of City
Hall stairs because of the school' s
repeated fmancial woes. Then ,
lhe civic leaders, local ministers
and fed-up, concerned parents are
leading several hundred students
howling, "no school, no vote"
around City Hall (for two hours,
Ibis organization mob marched
throughout downtown, causing
more uaffic congestio n than an
nv r-sizcd airplane driving down
l'or unification and solidarity's
sake, let's not knock lhe effort.

a

Together we stand and divided we
fall! But, !here's just one issue
everyone seems to be overlooking: where is all of Ibis unity and
togelherness when lhecity schools
arc open for business? Where arc
these people when state officials
arc reporting that its academic
rcpon card is among lhe worst?
Where is all of Ibis uproar when
Bo~rd officials are annu a lly
saymg that students are dropping
out of school faster than Clinton
can make anolher public cry for
suppon of his ideas.
In addition, some of these same
screaming voices, who claim they
are being denied !heir "constitutional right" to an education, are
some of lhe same faces we have
constantly seen on lhe 10 o'c lock
news long before Ibis crisis ever
became a cnsts.
In fact, some of these same
people are major contributors to
the city's other e n igmas like
drugs, hom icide and burglary.
Don' t you often wonder how these
teenagers, who are supposed to be
in some school's corridor, are continuously be ing arrested for
crimes being committed during
school hours?
Protesting is on! y half lhe battle
and cenainly not lhe war. The real
war is in lhe schools and in books.
Sadly enough, many of lhese same
protestors are A.W.O.L. when it
really counts.
Caprice W alters

By Kate Melia
S tyle Editor

The last five ye ars have
presented the young and hip wilh a
new artistic, almost intellectual set
of ideals. Hoping for enlightenment, lhe fashion dictators of 1993
are demanding a second shot at the
renaissance. The goal of lhe season
is to appear scholarly and maintain
lhc illusion of a life free of all that
is anal or too clean.
After recovering from the
onslaught of Reaganomics and
the invention of lhe microwave,
coffee houses and psychedelia
began to slowly seep out of the
wood work, spilling tie-dyes and
liberalism into lhe lives of the
financially pampered.
Torn between two artificial
highs, night life from lhe ttendy
bars and nightclubs has moved
into coffee houses and lhe Rave
scene . Feeling whims of security
and individuality, people flock
into over crowded, highly sophistic ated smoke fi lled room s ,
where only the brilliantly bi1.arre
and lhe dark.ly dressed are wetcome. This is the nineties, era of
dimly lit tables and pseudo artistic undergro und drug carnivals .
Instead of nursing a few long island ice teas over the course of an
evening, people are seen slamming espresso and dropping acid.
Dynasty went off lhe air and
Grateful Dead tickets are in HIGH
demand . Even the Cosby Sltow
was too conservative for the 90s.

Originally intended to be an alternative vent in the stuffy social.
scene, Techno-Raves have quickly
grown publicized. Rave hotlines
are sttewn around all major cities,
obli terating
the
entire
'underground' facade. Just like any
nightclub in Chicago, Raves are
corporate money makers. Wilh
EcslilSy a s a party favor and
Herolne as a fangle lreat, Raves are
merely a vehicle for obtaining a
free or cheap high while listening
to lhe lhrobbing hype of over-synthesized sound. Tripping in an
emotionally and spiritually dry environment has oo appeal.
As monotonous as lhey are addicting, all creativity has been
bleached from the once colorful
festivals.
Now lhat drugs are so easily
obtained and technology is a
bore, an and literature is getting
a second look.
Libraries and cafes have
replaced lhe suburban mall hang
outs. Far more interesting individuals can be found exploring
the shelves of a library, than
found roaming aimlessly in a
enclosed shopping center.
While having coffee wilh acclaimed author Susan Swan the
olher morning, we discussed her
latest Sexual Gothic book The

Wives of Bath (Alfred A. Knopf,
237 pages, $21.00) She e xpressed genuine fear for the
aban donme nt of lite rature by
todays youlh. Then she asked if
te still read as it is so eas to

effortlessly stare at a television
screen and disregard books.
Wilh some regret, as not to insult the an of writing, I assured
her ' Its tre ndy to read. T he
romance of it is in style.
The fall window displays at
Marshall Fields stand as constant
reminders: romance, poetry, an,
literature....
There should be no confusion
deciphering what is real and what
tries to appear real. No standard
format or style for lhe simple essence that makes each person
uniquely diverse has been set. It
is not to say that people who happen to enjoy lhe mall atmosphere
are without substance . Again,
that is a broad based, generalized
observation . Reading Zen and
being disgruntled wilt not render
you deep or wise. And smiling
wont necessarily exude lhe image
of true happiness. The funkiest
hair color, knarliest dread locks
or lhe most splendid pair of Nikes
won ' t express your individuality
to lhe rest of lhe world. If that is
who you are, it will be recognized
as a bold and real statement, all
things physical aside.
My recommendation is to pick
up an easy going book, grab your
wa llet and seek out a small, undiscovered cafe. There, share a
comfy comer with yourself and
sip o n so me th ing warm and
smooth, like a cappuccino or a
cafe mocha. Read your book and
feel unbearably picturesque and
se arate.

Student responds to 'brat bitch'
To lhe Editor.
This letter is in response to John
J. Mack, Jr., and his views about
women.
I am really sorry that you feel
women are "brat bitches," because
all that s!atemcnt says to me is lhat
your molhcr is a "brat bitch," too.
Unless of course, she is one of
those uneducated "Leave it to
Beaver" housewives whose world
only revolved around you, and
your cave-like views.
If you take advantage of any
education you may have received,
you would realize that !here are
many degrees to feminism. But
closed-minded men (and I use the
ltlm men, loosely) like yourself,
will unfortunate! y never see past

one general view. To generalize,
Mr. Mack, you show your ignorance.
Mr. Mack, I'm here to let you
know that there is no need to be
afraid of any wo man holding "imponant positions in govemmenl"
Because if you really lhink about
it, the world wo uld no t be as ncarruined as it is today, if women ran
it in lhe beginning.
And as far as women being
"emotional," it's obvious that
some pan of your dad was very
emotional (and we all know what
pan lhat is), because you arc here.
The bottom line is he should have
saved his sperm in lhat jar, and
never took it to the sperm bank.
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IN A WORLD Of' FOLlOWERS,
WHO·
WILL

LEAD?
COLUMBIA COLLEGE IS PLEASED TO SPONSOR THE '

3rd Annual Student
Leadership Conference
Workshops, Critical Dialogue, Recreation

December 3-5, 1993
A.p_plications Available:
• Student Life & Student Development W301
• Academ ic Ad vising & Placement W 300
• Library-Circulation Desk M 21111 Floor
• Theatre/Music Building 3a1 Floor
• Dean of Stude nts Office M601
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• Dance Center
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Sally J essy Raphael Scammed Alive on Stage
By Elizabeth Ward

Corrupondent

In Sliced Bread Production's
stagebill it is noted that Noel
Olken, co-director of Two Days in

Living Hell with Sally Jesse
Raphael,
hasn't
watched
television in 17 years. Maybe he
should have tuned in before attempting to emulate one of the
most popular talk-show hosts on
TV to date. Co-director, Wes
Bailey, one of the characters this
true story is based upon, because
"he was there," has no excuse.
Two Days is quite plainly an account of a series of real events,
beginning in 1986, when an Omaha,
Nebraska actress, wodcing in a sex
clinic in Chicago, is engaged by the
resident sex th(;rapist, Dr. Dean C.
Dauw, to appear on various nctworlc
lallc-shows as a numberofimpostors
to suit the subject of each program.
Ms. Nebraska, Tani Friewald, continues the charade in periodic
television appearances for two
years, seemingly unfazcd by the insensitive, downright lies she is
"performing" for millions of
viewers. And she does not appear
alone: during this course of action,
she commissions her actor friends,
Wes Baily and--get this-Bridgid
Mwphy, of Milly's Orchid Show
fame to join in her crusade. They do
without an ethical bone in the ir
bodies. Whether these characiCrs
thought they would get "caught" or
not is never discussed. The play's
primary focus is the use of many

events that construct this rather
confusing (yet intriguing) story.
To make a long story short,
which sadly would have been a
good idea for Bailey and Olkcn, a
newsman from Tani's home state
recognizes the brazen couple and
reports them, thus becoming a
human catalyst for every
newspaper, magazine and network
across the board (ttashy or otherwise). This leads to the final
confrontation, when Sally requests
the couple come back to the studio
so she can air out her very personal
feelings abo ut tbe event; the
dishonesty, the gall, and, ultimately, the outrage these two have put
her through.
Sliced Bread claims the show
will " tease, thrill and taunt its
'studio' audience until the final
twist," which frustratingly never
happens. All the play seems to do
is repeat itself from divulging the
entire story in the stagebill, to endless dial ogue via te lephone
conversations and recounts to the
reporter. Even the final outburst

which is obviously coming, is
awkwardly handled by Beka, :1 superb look-alike, however, wilh a
voice like Li!i Tomlin's "Ernestine ." Didn't anyone bother to
watch at least one show? The story,
in itself, is wonderful, outrageous
and it couldn't have happened to a
more sensitive woman, Sally
Jesse, which makes it even more
potent However, this play retained
little intensity. There were glimmers of creativity, like the
man-made airport scene, but besides that, an otherwise potential
story is lost.
Jill Gleeson plays a vivacious
Tani/Rebecca, who seems to have
just a little too much to say in one
se ntence, while Colin Jones
portrays a rather convincing, perverted weirdo as Dr. Dauw. Ben
Ziola, as Wes Bailey, is exuberant
and funny. as is the supporting cast
in their varied roles. A lisping
Geraldo, played by Wm. Bullion,
adds the needed conflict with his
various anger-attacks and Sally,
unfortunately we just don't see
enough of her.

Ff1tor

up and discar.dy<! in, l'!e ruckus but.:
is then reuimed' to 'IWo-diStlnctly
different conversations. It was like
rid!ng the Screaming Eagle a t
GreatAmerica.
Every scene ends with a dreamlike euphoria presented with an

y

" NOTHING
SHORT OF A
MASTERPIECE. "
-New York T1mes

Sliced Bread Production
Shows Fridays & Saturdays at 8
p.m., Sunday's at 7 p.m.
Centro Cultural Ruiz Belvis
1.632 N. Milwaukee Ave.
(312) 384-40200 for reservation, no credit cards accepted.
$ 10-$20

LaurieJ..~n ,was definitive as tn~
Whoa! Was that a rhinoceros?
wife of.Mt. Grocer'and the wife of
Couldn'tbe, rh1nos have lleen exthe late Mr. Boeuf-late because
tinct for years--or have they?
Mr.Boeufisthefirstrhinotomake
Thanks to Eugene Ionesco
a very p ublic appearance. Mr.
Boeuf, as a rhino, follows his wife
(pronounced you-ness-ko), the
all the way to his office where she
rhinoceros has been resurrected.in
one of the most absurdist plays
is headed to find her missing busband, once there, the entryway is
ever wriuen. Dexter Bullard has
destroyed by a "disturbed" rhino.
translated Rhinoceros from its
original French text and brought it
Mrs. Bncuf goes to investigate and
to the stage of The Next Theater
immediately recognizes her busCompany.
band and jumps to ride away
The story centers on Berenger,
bareback on Mr. Boeuf. At this
the anti-hero, and anti-conformist
point the remaining disbelievers
alter their state of disbelief. Stage
who is witnessing his friends and
coo:workers transform into
screen a nd song savant B.T.
rhinoceroses after seeing two of
Powell is masterful as the hyperacthem ramble through the dusty litlive manager, of what we don't
tie village that serves as the setting.
know, and perfectly mixes the disThe sighting of the two rhinos sercipline and confident cockiness of
ves as the foundation of disbelief
an office professional as the conthat separates the whole town for
formist, Dudard. Circus Szalewsk.i
the first part of the production, and
was a walking spire of logic as the
a key as to where Ionesco chooses
logician, a lways there to pose
to allowthe audience into the heart Will Casey and Jeff Atkins star questions that trouble the cast corof his purpose: to define the dif- in Rhinoceros.
rectly, but never he lping them
ferences of the conformist, played artistic slide show and trippy
reach a conclusion as to what it is
to the lcUer by Berenger's best music- I almost recognized this
that troubles them. Randall Stanton and Karen Woditsch are also
friend Jean (Will Casey), and the place. And once the dreaming
non-conformist.
endsthewholetheaterisawakened
impeccable
as
the
The delineation between confor- by the sound of a slamming door
Gentleman/Papillion and the
mist and non-conformi s t is or a falling stage shield as in the
Housewife respectfully.
Harriet Spizziri's artistic direchighlighted through the arnou~t of opening scene.
effort each character puts mto
The cast of Daisy (Christine
tion shined in all aspects,
~onali~g the sighting of an ~x- Ashe) as a secretary and the apple
especially the dream sequences,
tmct penssodactyl out of Its of Berenger's eye, Magica Bottari
and set and lighting director
element and what it means. As the as the waitress, Gordon Gillespie
Robert G. Smith couldn't have set
entire cast goes into hysterics over (who plays a double role as Botard,
the stage up the stage in any better
what they have seen, the energy the stubborn an ti-conformist
fashion.
that is generated keeps the lawyer, and Mr. Grocer, the loudThe original story and plot are
audience alive and on the edge of mouthed town grocer who stops at superb and not an element has been
hilarity. This is accomplished by nothing to pitch his store every lost in the translation. Dexter Bulmultiple conversations between time on stage, is outstanding in lard and his staff and the cast of
couples or threesomes that are both roles). Will Casey has the dif- Rhinoceros make this a must-see
completely separate from one ficult job of following Zero in this, the car of the rhino.
IIIIOthu but contain dialogue that Mostell's performance in the film
moceros is now s owing aJ
could fit any one of the multiple version of Rhinoceros as the man
he NeXl TheaJer Company on 927
engagements between characters. metamorphisizing into a roughoyes, Evanston
To maintain one's comprehension skinned, scaly, smelly rhino. Will
· Students and senior citizens
is at times difficult, but Bullard has should be highly lauded for his per- eceive $3 off with purchase of a
managed to coordinate all of the formance, you could fee l the 'ull-price ticket call the box office
convezsations to the point where transformation as if it were haporticketinformationa/(708)475the audience almost gets wound- peningtoeachandeveryoneofus. 1875.ltends0ctober 17.
.

BALLETS

Two Days in Uving Hell with
Sally Jesse Raphael

~M<lJ!:'!nrming to the herd mentality
EztcUti!><
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· Af'J'ENFION HISPAlV/JCSWJJEN'TS
Plan to attend
The 8th Annual Career Conference
New Horizons: Charting Pathways to Success"
Sponsored by Hispanic Alliance for Career
Enhancement (HACE)
Friday & Saturday October 22 and 23
at Chicago Hilton & Towers, Chicago
Highlights:
• More than 100 employers recruiters
• Motivational Speaker
• Workshops on corporate culture, leadership,
information technology, networking, Latina
empowerment, international work assignments
*Columbia College's Student Life Office will provide FREE conference registration (a $175
value!) to the first 20 students who R.S.V.P. by
contacting Columbia's Career Planning & Placement Office at 312/663-1600, xt 280, in Suite 300,
Wabash building.
Form more information call312/663-1600:
Madeline Vargas, Assistant Dean of Student Life at
xt.l28
Paula Eubanks, Career Advisor at xt. 284

.Advert:ise in.
t:he
Columbia
College

?~
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Gettysburg: Mother of aD battles
By Simeon Peebler
Edilorilll P•g• Edilor

The morning is quiet on the
heavily wooded hillside of Little
Round Top.
Union Col. Joshua Lawrence
Chamberlain orders his now exasperated and diminished troops
to fix their bayonets onto th::ir
muskets. The Confederate troops
would be auacking again; if the
Federal troops lost the position,
the whole Union army might be
lost. This charge might work.
Maybe. But after brief silence,
Chamberlain yells, "CHARGE!"
The troops, wounded and exhausted, sweep down the hill.
The Federal troops prevailed.
Colonel Chamberlain received the
Congressional medal of honor for
his role in the defense of Little
Round Top -- the crucial stand of
the battle that turned the tide of the
civil war.
The.most moving, beautiful and
awesome movie this year is New
Line Cinemas' Gettysburg. The
Union and the Confederate armies
come to life in the epic portrayal
of the events leading to the most
decisive battle of Civil War history, Gettysburg.
Although it is more than four
hours in length, the quality of the
film is beyond reproach. The allstar cast was carefully chosen and
the individual actors even closely
resembled their real-life counterparts.
Directed and written by Ronald
F. Maxwell, many of the battle
scenes were filmed on location, a
first in Civil War film history.
With over 5,000 extms in some of
the battle scenes, this motion picture treat is the easily the best Civil
War movie in ex istence -- maybe

second only to "Gone With tile
Wind."
On the Federal side some of the
most notable performances include Sam Elliot as Brig. Gen.
John Buford and Jeff Daniels as
Col. Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain.
In the <::on federate army some of
the notable performances include
Martin Sheen as Gen. Robert E.
Lee and the late Richard Jordan as
Brig. Gen. Lewis A. Armistead.
Jordan's acting is clearly the
most brilliant in the film, but the
other players do not lag far behind,
with Jeff Daniels giving a performance that the "Oscar" voters
certainly won't miss.
Gettysburg is based on Michael
Shaara's 1974 novel The Killer
Angels. Shaara's book reflects
the skepticism of the Vietnam era
by showing that the horrors of war,
especially with this battle that took
53,000 casualties in three days,
compared to the 50,000 over 12
years in Vietnam.
There is no single aspect lacking
in this Civil War epic. Some critics
have cited phony loolcing beards

and overplayed performances as
drawbacks of the film. These
things are minute in stature as the
scope of the film sustains its own
reality of the historical events.
Although its length may discourage some, it will captivate and
hypnotize. Watching this film is
like being there on the battlefi·eld.
you will never forget what happened at Gettysburg.
Gettysburg , directed and written by Ronald F. Maxwell, is
based on· the novel by Michael
Shaara. In selected theaters, at a
length of248 minutes, Gettysburg
is a New Line Cinema release.
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Orca's in your tribe
By Simon Cygi~lski
Pholo /idilor

When the subject of Nuilve
American art comes up, most of us
will think of 'Turn of the Century'
pieces locked away in glass cases
in cold, neoclassical museums.
Fortunately, this doesn' t have to
be the case, as shown in the Orca
Aan Gallery's new NW Visions,
which features the works of contemporary native artists from the
northwest. Pieces ranging from
~..s.tl'a nco~
sculpture to silk screen prints 81\:
ll~
included in styles ranging from
traditional to modem.
One of the most striking items
on display is a cedar wood relief
sculpture by Don Yeomans from
the Haida tribe. Entitled Beavrr
Spirit, it is a disc about four feet in
diameter, showing a traditionally
stylized image of a bcuver, apparently, in the act of giving birth.
It is hard to describe the power of
this piece, which rivals even the
most modem pieces in the strength
of its gmphic design. Despite the
heavy stylization, it seems to come
alive and return the viewer's gaze.
O mnect with retail employers who will be on campus
The to tems, such as Rick
seeking candidates for management positions as well as part- Cranston's Bear Clan Totem , represent th e tribes' s piritual
time employees for the holiday season.
guardians. The artists' personal inEmployers from:
volvement translates well into the
work presented in the show. It
comes out through stylized forms,
Bloomingdale's Elek-Tek
The Limited
givi ng the pieces a human dimension which is sometimes missing
Nordstrom
Filene's Basement Express
in art produced for the tourist
Lord & Taylor Neiman Marcus Crate and Barrel
tmde.
Art & Artisans
Montgomery
And Many more
20 year old Sulish tribe artist
William Watts ' Killer Wflale
Ward
/lear Totem, is also endowed with
this kind of quiet power. MeasurWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1993
ing only about 16 inches, it loses
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
nothing through its lack of impressive
size. Its hand-worke d,
Wabash Building, 3rd floor
deeply-polished surfaces show an
amount of care which is unusual
RSVP to the Career Planning & Placement Office
. among young artists.
There arc a number of masks on
Suite 300, Wabash Building, (312) 663- 1600, xt 280
display from several tribes. They
The Career Planning & Placement stafTis available to assist you
range from the austerity of the
with your resume and inteviewing skills.
Huidu to the more frceand colorful
Columbia College Chicago
forms of the Kwak.iuhh.

I
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Also on exhibit are stone carvings and prints of the Inuit
(Eslcimoj people of C;~pc Dorset,
Canada. Although printmaking
has had a rehitively short history
among the Inuit, prints and drawings by artists such as Kenojuak,
Ashevak and Kalvak show the
development of highly skilled
craftsmanship along with their
deep and spiritual sensitivity to
their subject matter.
The carvings represent spirits as
well as animal and human figures.
Among the spirits the most
prominent is Sedna, the chief Inuit
spiriL Sedna is said to be the mothec
of alllhe sea mammals. Most of lhe
time, she is portrayed as a halfwoman/half whale figure.·
Since Orca Aart is a commercial

gallery. all items displayed ~ for
sale, with prices ranging from fess,,.
than $400 f%.~e of,~~.
to thousands of dolliiiS for -tlie
larger sculptures.
Despite the'·~w'('Wit}r'Sn'181j.
size, it's certainly a wonderful in-'
sight into contemporary Native
American art. Anyone contemplaiing seeing it would be strongly
encouraged toread upon the subject
before going, as the experience is
enriched when combined with a
basic cultural background.
OTIS at rca
lery, 300 W. Grand. Open Tue.SaL I I a.m. - 5 p.m., Fri. 11 a.m.7 p.m. and by appointment.
Telephone (312) 245-5245.

There's both at

One of the many exotic masks that are part of NW Vilioas
at the Orca Aart Gallery.
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Nodlln' ButGoodTitMsAhead
By Molly Ivins

Random House
25S pp. $23.00

Reviewed By Bizabeth Wani
Cmrtspondent

When the opportunity arose to
interview Molly Ivins this
reviewer called a friend who was
into reading things like The Nation, Mother Jones and The Utne
Reader. I figured she could appreciate this news and, in fact, did:
"Sue. do you know who Molly
Ivins is?"
"Ofcourse I do. (pause) Do you?"
"Actually, I'm interviewing her
this week."
"No way! Wait a minute, how'd
you get to do that, and what the
hell is she doin' talkin' to you?"
I use the tenn "friend" loosely.
Why was she talking to me? Because I went to ask her questions
about her new book, No/hill' But
Good Times Ahead, which, by the
way, I read, and of course, my
friend had DOL Psyche!
Molly Ivins' fli'St book, Molly
Ivins Can't Say That, Can She?
deftly foreshadows the material
contained in that 12-month New
Yen Times bestseller, as well a:s a
lot about the kind of person she is
and the attitude she closely
resembles. Ivins has been a journalistforover20 years, primarily in
herhomestateofTexas. Currently,
she is a syndicated columnist for the
Fort Worth Star-Telegrom where
she writes about politics, Texas
based and beyond.
Nothin' But Good Times Ahead
is a collection of her newSPBper
columns and magazine pieces writ·
ten between 1991 and 1993. Her
largely ~~tical topics range from
discovering that Camile Paglia is
i':!~~~~ . ll_n, ~#$hole_,. t!J ~~~
femininity of George Bush s
speech-making. ntannerisll)S. Her
expert wit is wry, intimidating and
scary, because it makes perfect

sense.
Ivins philosophy is, "What you
don't know, hurts you," so she is as
open an honest as she can be, yet
maintains her southern gentility and
polite speech; she' ll cut you down ·
to size, aU the while, maintaining a
sweet. gm:ious smile.
And who better to tackle tjle
1992Presidential election that offered the American people not
one, but three southerners - two
from Texas? Yeehaa!! It is obvious Ivins had a field day with the
political race, and admits missing
George Bush, "Bless his heart,"

paranoid," ie: slightly pregnant. Sit-

ting with Ivins, this reviewer
many little insights. For
instance, the five reporters
(OOiaiously bod spellezs, in genernl)
in the classroom when Quayle
misspelled ''potato" had to look up
the word in the dictionary befae they
had a story, and that Perot refused to
finish his 4-year tenn in the navy
lJecaure the men used, "cwse words
that offended his sense ofrightness."
Who would have thought Mr.
"Balance-The-Budget" could be that
much of a Boy Scout?
Ivins has been a fmalist for a
Pulitzer Prize three times, and was
the 1993 Headliner Award winner
for best column in Texas. She has
more than built herself up from a
"simple li ' l ol' Texas gal
reporter," to a journalist to be
reckoned with. She admits to at
times "going too far" with some of
her fmer points, however, she has
a hard time notcalling 'em like she
secs'em, which is fine. If you stop
what you say for fear you'll offend, you might as well shut up for
good. Molly can say anything she
wants, lucky for aU of us. Obviously. she intimidated my friend
enough to make her think she
wouldn't speak to a lowly grad
studenL There's something about
proving somebody wrong that
makes my week.

di~mVered

The Canary Trainer
By Nicholas Meyer
Published by W.W. Norton and
Company; 224 pages
$ 19.95

Reviewed by
Michel Schwartz
Production Editor

Are you heavily into mysteries?
Did you ever wish that Arthur
Conan Doyle was still alive so he
could continue his famous Sher-

lock Holmes novels?
If your answers to these questions are resounding, "no's," or a
solid "yes," then you should read
Nicholas Meyer's The Canary
Trainer. Its plot has an excellent
pact: and is well-written. Like
Conan Doyle's original Holmes
stories the mystcry of this tale is:
What is the mystery? It constantly
changes as the story unfolds.
The Canury Trainer begins in
London, in 1912,as Dr.John Watson asks Sherlock Holmes, his
long-time friend and sleuthing
partner, about his adventures
during a period when he was
thought to be dead. So, they both
settle down in Holmes' new abode
and Sherlock recounts his adventures throu gh a seri es of
flashbacks.
Sherlock took the opportunity of
unaccountable time to travel to
Paris and take up a new line of
work under a fresh identity, Henrile Sigerson. He stumbled onto a
job as a violinist for an orchestra
in a beautiful old theater. After
only one night in his position, Holmey heard his original profession

theater was being haunted by a
"ghost."
Although The Canary Trainer
resembles "The Phantom of the
Opera" in many ways, Meyers
gives credit to Gaston l..croux, the
author of "Phantom," by basing
Holmes' symphony boss on the
French writer.
The "ghost" pulls a number of
pranks over a few years, but when
he.encounters Christine Daae, an
innocent soprano, he falls in love
and begins to kill anyone who gets
in the way of his courting her.
In the past, when this reviewer
thought of mys teries, she has
shunned away. thinking that her
mind is neither quick, nor logical
enough to feel the satisfaction of
solving the mystery before the
main character docs. In The Canary Trainer, however, the
pressure is not on the reader for a
number of reasons.
Since Holmes is supposed to be
dead, because Waston mistakenly
reported him so in his biographical
publication, he doesn' t have his
tools, (i.e. a magnifying glass) his
resources or, most importantly, his
name. Therefore. he cannot ask the
police for the evidence, nor can he
ask too many questions without
directing some suspicion his way.
Secondly. the solution to the
mystery is so obscure and impos·
sible to figure out that you don't
even find yourself hitting your
hand to your forehead after reading the last page.
Mind you, when this reviewer
picked up The Canary Trainer the
only frame of reference she had,
regarding mysteries, was the cartoon "Scooby-Doo ." However,
those scenarios are supposed to be
possible to figure o ut with the
clues provided, given the fact that
they were written for children.

READ BOOKS
READ BOOKS
READ BOOKS
READ BOOKS
READ BOOKS
READ BOOKS

READ BOOKS

Do
something
good.
Feel
something
real.
from oow on in America, any defin~ion
of a soccessfuf lile musl inclooe serving
aners. To find oulnow you can help in
your communi~ co/11(800) 677-5515.
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The Fiction Writing Department proudly presents Hair Trigger 14,

rm

. .

the award-winning anthology of writings by Columbia's graduate and undergraduate F1ct1on
Writing students, winner of top National Awards for college literary magazines.

Hair Trigger 14 - 1993 Awards
First Place
•Associated Writing Programs (AWP)
National Writing Program Directors'
Prize

First Place
• Gold Crown Award
Columbia University Scholastic Press
Association (CSPA)

First Place
• Numerous CSPA Gold Circle Awards for
best traditional and experimental student
fiction, essay writing and cover design

and the way he averts verbs, even
while giving his most definitive
explanation of why we went to
war: " Saad-em .. . Kuwait ...
world... ouL" Yes, Ivins will miss
Bush because, As a target. he's so
irresistible." On the other hand,
Clinton is a "top-notch politician."
Thank goodness, for Clinton's
sake, huh?
Allhougb she has been friends with
H. Ross PMlt fa years, she fccls he
is a "prig," who is also "slightly

'Hair Trigger walks away with first prize. The magazine is ofthe highest quality... The writing i~ ~~~ughtfu_l.
realistic, sensual, exciting, and within the vein ofthe best traditions ofAmerican literature ... exhtb1t1~g a htgh
level ofprofessionalism and seriousness... full ofsolid, memorable surprises... a most pleasant expenence to
run across such a variety of themes and subject matters within a single magazi!Je. ".
, .
<·.
.. judges's comments, AWP Drrectors Pnze Award

Hair Trigger 14 is on sale now at the Columbia College bookstore
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.A. multi-arts
performance
showcase
and
dance
party
produced
b y students
ror students. T h e
showcase
features
some
of
Columbia"'s
finest
student w o r k from m a n y areas. Don"'t miss y o u r .
c h a n c e t o see w h a t C o l u m b i a is all a b o u t then
d a n c e the n i g h t away at t h e ·o a n c e Party.

SHOWC.ASE:

DA.NCE PA.RTV:

Getz: Theater
72. East I I th Street

FRII:>.A..~,
2

Crystal Ballroom
Blackstone Hotel

C>c::-rc>BER 15,

P.,.... anc:l 7 : 3 0 PM

9

PM till

I 2

I 993
Mn::>NIGHT

T h e Class Bash is an orientation event sponsored
b y .A.cac:lemic .A.c:lvising. For m o r e information., call
6 6 3 - I GOO e.x.t. 6 4 5 .

